Abstract-Our project aims at helping independent musicians to plan their concerts based on the economies of agglomeration in music industry. Initially, we planned to design an advisory tool for both concert pricing and location selection. Nonetheless, after implementing SGD linear regression and support vector regression models, we realized that concert price does not vary significantly according to different music types, concert time, concert location and ticket venues. Therefore, to offer more useful suggestions, we focus on the location choice problem by turning it to a classification task. The overall performance of our classification model is pretty good. After tuning hyper parameters, we discovered random forest gives the best performance, improving the classification result by 316%. This result reveals that we could help independent musicians better locate their concerts to where similar musicians would go, namely a place with higher network effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, as music streaming services develop, more and more independent artists get the opportunity to showcase their talents [1] . Across genres, from hiphop to classical, musicians are attracting large amount of fans who are willing to spend money on them, especially for concerts [2] . With an increasing demand for concerts and ever-changing willingness-to-pay of the customers, independent musicians today face two challeges when planning for their concerts: how to set the ticket price and where to hold the concert.
As average ticket price has increased drastically for concerts in the US, many researches are done to explore the underlying patterns. Summarized by Appelman, *Thanks to Prof. Enric Junqu de Fortuny, Horace Fung, Bing and Ruowen who supported us along the way.
the main determinants relating to the concerts are the performance quality, the artist's popularity, the venue, the stakeholders in the value chain and the music style [3] . In addition, Krueger, an economist from Princeton University, suggestes that concert price also respond to economic forces since it is linked to labor market [4] . Thus, we are going to explore the relationship between concert price and concert-specific factors and relative labor-market-specific factors in our regression model.
In terms of the location selection problem, it is crucial for musicians because there is a city can make music and foster stars. To explore the factors that contribute to this decision, we should not ignore economic factors since literature suggests that local economies has great impact on cultural industries, including the music industry [5] . Furthermore, since influence people's taste can be influenced by cultural in different places [6] , music style should also be considered in location selection process. Last but not least, as concert is not a necessity, if the concert price is not affordable for people in one place, that place is probably not a good choice. Thus, the effect of concert price should also be included in our model. Therefore, our project will experiment on two tasks deciding price based on concert-specific and localeconomic-specific factors, also identifying location for a given series of musician-related and economy-related features.
II. THE DATASET AND FEATURES
Our datasets come from SeatGeek, Last.fm and CityData, which are all developer-friendly open sources. As a leading mobile-focused ticket platform, SeatGeek has information about over 100k upcoming entertaining events globally. Thus, we decide to use it to gather concert-related information, namely concert popularity, concert time, locations, musician music types, concert venues and price. In addition, Last.fm is one of the largest online music platform with over 21 million active users from over 200 countries, which makes it a reliable source to derive musicians popularity from. In terms of City-Data, it collects and analyzes data from a variety of government and private sources to serve over 14 million users every month. From CityData, we gather income per capita and population density information for every city in 2017. Based on this information, we cluster cities into 5 groups.
Overall we collect information about 9,594 concerts in the US from Oct. 2018 to Dec. 2019. To train our models, we split the dataset by 0.2 factor, which means 7,675 observations in our training dataset, and 1,919 observations in our test dataset. When it comes to data preprocessing, we go through four steps. Firstly, we handle missing values by filling the most frequent value. In addition, we create dummies for discrete variables, namely genres and concert time. Limited by the unbalanced time window of the data collecting process, we decide not to use concert month, since it is biased. In this way, we have 39 covariates with concert price as respondent variable for our regression problem, and 34 covariates with concert location as respondent variable for our classification problem. Moreover, as most continuing variables are either exponentially distributed or containing outliers, we use logarithm function to manipulate them. Last but not least, since our dataset contains features highly varying in magnitudes, units and range, we also use MinMax scaler to bring all the features to the same level of magnitude.
III. EXPLANATION OF THE METHOD USED

A. Regression Problem
After finishing all the preliminary data processing, we starte our training on the regression problem by using three different models. Explicitly speaking, we try Stochastic Gradient Descent Linear Regression, and Support Vector Regression to explore the pricing pattern of music concerts in the US.
1) SGD Linear Regression: First and foremost, we set up a regularized linear regression with the objective to minimize the root mean squared percentage error (RMSPE), which is described as formula 1 below. The reason for using RMSPE is that it describes the change in ratio: larger percentage errors, more painful. For instance, underpricing a $30-concert by $10 are worse than underpricing a $100-concert by $10.
As for hyperparameter tuning, we use Random Search instead of Grid Search because it is more efficient in terms of runtime. We test both L1 and L2 regularization and the result demonstrates that L1 is better. The reason behind is probably that there is collinearity among the features. Furthermore, we also tune the generalization term by searching a list of α. Last but not least, to reduce missspecification errors, we also add a list of polynomial degrees in the searching model.
After Randomized Search, we determine that we should choose l2 penalty, polynomial with zero degree, regularization term α = 0.1 as our model.
2) Support Vector Regression: Support Vector Machines are supervised learning models, which can be used to solve both regression and classification problems. For this problem, we are using the formula below as a non-linear model to solve the concert pricing problem. Here, ξ i are the flexible slack variables, and C is the regularization parameter.
For the sake of consistency, RMSPE is still used as the loss function. Since radial basis function (RBF) is recommended by some literature, we use RBF to conduct kernel trick.
The main hyper-parameters for SVM Regression are the contribution of the i-th training data point to the final solution w, RBF coefficient γ, and the margin of error tolerance ε. In order to avoid over-fitting, we choose small C to lower the model complexity and small γ to restrict the region of influence of a single SV. Furthermore, we set a list of large ε to include more observations in the tolerance range.
After applying Grid Search, the model is specified as follows: C = 0.5, γ = 0.01, ε = 2
B. Classification Problem
After solving the regression problem, we try to identify locations for different concerts. As stated before, we cluster five classes for cities by k-means, based on their income per capita and population density. Therefore, our problem is actually building a model to identify which class of cities a concert should take place. Nevertheless, since the weight of different class are not the same, oversampling is used to balance the training dataset. Probing into this problem, we test four models, which are SGD Logistic regression, Support Vector Classifier, Neural Networks and Random Forest. 1) Logistic Regression: First, we start with logistic regression since it is the most basic and simple method in classification problems. Our formula is as follows, where C is the inverse of regularization strength.
As 26 of our independent variables are dummies, there is a high potential that we can compress the information into a lower-dimension matrix. Thus, we add Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in the pipeline to test if by reducing the dimension of vector space, the benefit of lowering variance could overweight the loss of information. Furthermore, with five classes in the model, we test both one-versus-rest loss fit and multinomial loss fit for each label. Moreover, to reduce over-fitting errors, a regularization term is added. After tuning all the hyperparameters by using Randomized Search, we decide to set C to be 0.1 and to use L1 penalty. This following function does not include the PCA process because the searching result indicates that the benefit of reducing dimension is not satisfying.
2) Support Vector Machines: Other than logistic regression, we implement a SVM Classifier with RBF kernel [7] to solve this problem. Similar to Support Vector Regression, regularization parameter C, RBF coefficient γ are crucial hyperparameters for us to tune. To avoid over-fitting problems, we constrain C and γ in a small range to limit the model complexity. After tuning hyper parameters by applying Randomized Search, we decide to set C to be 10 and γ to be 0.01. The referred function is as follows.
From here we can just optimize this function without intensive calculation [c8].
3) Neural Networks: Since we want a better result, we try to use neural network to improve the accuracy. Since by neural network method, we can tune more parameters, and also by using more layers and layer with more nodes we can filter features thereby generate a better result. However, if not careful enough, there is a big chance for us to over-fit our data, and we actually encounter with this problem. We set the baseline to be a model without any regularization, setting epoch = 1000. This baseline that contains four layers is fully overfitting: three input layers with 64, 16, and 16 neurons and one output layer with 5 neurons. Except for the last layer, we choose ReLU function since it generally can make the whole neural network system more stable. Since we are solving multiclass classification problem, we use Softmax as our last activation function. To avoid over-fitting and get the best model, we use Keras together with grid search, add more restrictions and dropouts, also decrease the number of layers and neurons to restrain the model.
4) Random Forest:
Random Forest is also a good method to conduct a trial, since it is considered as a very handy and easy algorithm, and its default hyperparameters often produce a good prediction result. In addition, since it is a bagging method, specifically it contains several small decision trees, we think it should be robust and accurate enough. Because of these convenience, we just build a simple random forest classifier using sklearn, and tune mainly three parameters: one is number of trees, one is the minimum number of samples required to be at a leaf node and the other one is the maximum depth of the tree. Here we use random search, randomly picking number from proper range and see which one gives the best result.
IV. RESULTS
To evaluate the foregoing models, we set various benchmarks. Explicitly speaking, the RMSPE of the constant model of mean value is used as the measuring standard for the regression problem. Moreover, for the classification problem, the accuracy of a random guess is used as the lower bound and the accuracy of extremely over-fitting model is used as the upper bound. The testing results reveals that the constant model performs the best for the regression problem and the random forest performs the best for the classification problem. Probing into the regression result, the linear model and SVM regression do not improve the benchmark value significantly. As shown in Table I , baseline indicates that RMSPE is 0.133, SGD Linear Regression has RMSPE 0.132, and SVM yields 0.161. We can see that constant function does the best job and SVM does worst. There are probably two reasons can be identified. First and foremost, since our benchmark result gives us a constant function, so it is possible that only by using constant function we can fit our data with enough complexity and lower variance. When applying SGD linear regression model we are getting similar result: it learns polynomial degree 0 as the best fit. Therefore, by increasing model complexity, in other words, using SVM regression, the result is getting worse. Probably because we are over-fitting and increase the variance, but bias doesnt change significantly. Second of all, there might be no strong relationship between our covariates and respondent variable, or we do not tune our parameters perfectly, which leads to worse result. We could discuss further if time is permitted. Despite of the constant pattern in concert pricing, our classification results demonstrates that concert location is significantly influenced by cities economic classes. Based on income per capita and population density, cities are clustered into five classes.
With five classes in total, we set our accuracy lower bound to be 20%, namely the random guess accuracy. As shown in Table II , our best models improve the testing accuracy by 310%, which verifies the existence of location-selection patterns for concerts in the U.S. Furthermore, comparing with the upper bound of each model, our testing result reaches the 70% capacity on average. Among all the models, Neural Networks and Random Forest perform better. Our baseline here, without regularizing anything, we obtain 73.4% accuracy, and the best model we test for neural networks is presented in Figure 2 . We can see that here we have totally four layers with 64, 16, 16, and 5 neurons on each layer, respectively. By setting the activation as ReLU for the first three layers and softmax for the last layer, the training and testing accuracy changes as in Figure 3 . As epochs increases, the accuracy growth for testing set slows down. Finally, we obtain the result with 52.3% accuracy within 200 epochs.
In addition, Random Forest also provides us a good result in classification. For this model, we set the higher bound to be 100% with the minimum number of samples equals 1. Namely, this is the extremely overfitting accuracy. By applying Randomized Search, the best parameters for our model are 105, 47 and 10 for number of trees, max depth, and minimum number of samples respectively. The predicting accuracy of this model is 63.1% and the confusion matrices are presented in Figure 4 . Last but not least, logistic regression and SVM classification does not perform as well as the others because of the model limitation. The testing results of these models are around 45.5%, which is 92.9% of the higher bound, namely the result of over-fitting training data.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, our work contribute to the concert planning process for independent musicians from pricing and location selection perspectives. To begin with, we discover that concert prices always fluctuate in a certain range regardless of different musician-specific and local-economy-specific features. As suggested by other researchers, concert is an "experience good", which people need to attend to know the utility [8] . Since the price is also one of the experiment factor, musicians usually prefer not to charge an unaffordable price to differentiate themselves [9] . Therefore, it is understandable that a constant function with y = 160.774 generates the lowest average absolute error.
When it comes to concert location classification, random forest and neural network yield best performance. It is as expected that the bagging method and method involve deep learning have higher accuracy. We improve the random result (baseline = 20%) by almost triples, 63% & 53.5% respectively, which is already a huge jump. We are now be able to help musicians plan their concert location to proper city class with 60% accuracy, so they could eventually meet customers expectation in some ways.
Looking forward, we can improve our model by adding more observations and more features. Firstly, limited by our data source, we only know the concerts that are going to happen soon, but we have little information about historical concerts. After gathering a more balanced data set, we could explore the pattern of concert time and improve our current models with lower bias. Furthermore, we could also add more musician-charisma-related and the concertprofit-related features, since the profitability pattern of concerts is not discussed in this paper. 
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